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Overall Status

• D0 is a very mature experiment.  It has been 
running for many years and the computing 
situation is fairly stable.  No resources available 
for any major changes.

• 5 major sources for computing
– CAB used primarily for analysis

– CLUED0 used primarily for analysis

– FARM used primarily for data processing

– (non)Dedicated farms used for MC

– Grid used primarily for MC
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Data processing

• Things are running smoothly

• Using OSG infrastructure (more access to experts)

• Able to keep up with data taking

• Based on need, analysis queues (CAB) and farm 
production slots can be moved back and forth

• This has been done in the past if the farm gets 
behind data taking.  Works very well. Very useful

• Currently ~ 600 slots on Fermilab General 
Purpose farm in production
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MC

MC continues to be produced 
at a very high rate.

Over 60 million events in 1 week

OSG consistently ~ 10 million/week

LCG starting to provide significant events
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LCG

• Due to a lot of hard work by many people, 
now able to run LCG jobs

• Using OSG->LCG gateway

• Forwarding node at Fermilab

• Use Glidein-WMS

• Run LCG MC production so long as it is not a 
resource burden
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Issues

• Disk space.  Project disk space is zeroed out in 
FY10.   No more additional project disk space

• Need to use current disks more efficiently and 
delete unnecessary files

• Blue Arc disks have had some issues 

• Individual users can still bring down computing

• For example B group processes lots of small files.  
Accessing luminosity database and project disks 
can hurt access for everyone
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Administrative issues

• Limit number of jobs submitted to queues to 300 
to keep one individual from filling up queues

• Security issues for D0

• Two groups 

– OSE, (open science enclave) resources open to outside 
world (i.e. CAB)

– GCE (General computing enclave) internal resources 
available to Fermilab experimenters only. (i.e clued0 
and d0mino)
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Security (cont)

• Required by DOE to protect our internal 
resources from threats from OSE

• Project disks be brought into compliance by 
having data only and code only areas with 
appropriate mounts on CAB and 
clued0/d0mino
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Future

• With LHC turn-on, future access to resources will be 
uncertain.

• Trying to have as many resources as available and use 
them very efficiently

• Do not see many physics analyses moving to Grid.  Only 
those that are very CPU intensive and require small 
database access.  Top matrix method is an example

• CAB/Clued0 should meet analysis needs for 
foreseeable future

• Grid/OSG will continue to play a major role in D0 
computing
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Conclusions

• Computing running very smoothly at D0

• Few issues with disks, crashes, directories filling up etc. 
but overall things work well

• MC production is at an all time high.  Data processing 
can keep up with incoming data.

• Data analysis is working well on CAB/Clued0

• When high CPU intensive analyses need resources, we 
have been able to get them on OSG, but the 
opportunistic nature of the Grid makes it difficult to 
predict when results will be ready. (One reason 
analyzers are hesitant to use grid)
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